rieevuto il 22 Ottobrc 1976) S u m m a r y .
Whenever hidden-variable theories will atteml)t to reproduce the predictions of q u a n t u m theory, it has been shown t h a t lhe principle of local causcs will be violated (t). A('tually, there is a far more general conflict between the q u a n t u m theory predictions and the principle of locality (m). There is an inequality (the CHSH inequality (4)) t h a t is violated by the predictions of q u a n t u m theory and this inequality can be demonstrated from the p r i n c i p l e of local causes without using the concept of hidden variables or determinism. A short demonstration of this inequality from locality without hiddcn variables is presented here along with some comments about its violation by q u a n t u m theory.
(*) This work was done with support from the. U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration.
(1) J. S. BELL: Physics, 1, 195 (1964) . ~ev. D, 10, 526 (1974) ; N. th~B):RT: Amer. Jounr. Phys., 43, 315 (1975) . Phys. I~ev. Left., 23, 880 (1969).
P . II. E B E R H A I~D
Let us consider two mea.suring apparata located in two different places A and B. There is a knob a on apparatus A a.nd a knob b on a.pparatus B. Since A and B are scparatcd in space, it is natural to think th'It what will hai)i)en in A is independent of the setting of thc knob b and vice versa. The principles of relalivity seem to impose this point of x-Jew if the time at which the knobs are set and the time of the measurcments are so close thal, in the time l~ll)S, no light signal can travel from A to B or vice versa. Then, no signal can inform a measurement apparatus of what the knob setting of the other is. I{owex-cr, there are eases in which the predictions of quantum theory make thai indet)endcnce assumption impossible. If q u a n t u m theory is true, there are cases in which the results of the measuremenls in A will depend on the setting of the knob b a.nd/or the results of the measurements in B will depend on the setting of the knob a.
. -D e f i n i t i o n s .
A simple experiment consists of the recording of N events and each one of these events involves a measurement in both upparat.~ A and B. There are only two possibilities for the outcome of the measurement in each apparatus a.nd we label these measurement results as -[-1 and --1. The j-th event corresponds to a r e s p o n s e ~j i n A a n d f l j i n B. Each term : q a n d f l j i s either --' l or --1. We define the correlation by a statistical meal, .1. Y where the symbol ( ) around a quantity designates thc statistical mean of t h a t quantity ()~er j. C is equal to the fraction of events in which a~ and fl~have the same signs minus the fraction in which t h e y hax'e opposite signs.
There are two positions a (~) and a (2) of lhe knob a and two possible positions b c~) and b (2) of the knob b. C will depend on a a.nd b. Wc define 
